If Web Services has provided you with dynamic left navigation - that is to say, your navigation can change when you create new pages - then you can reorder your left navigation with the following method.

Notes
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
First, find the folder where your pages are located and click on its name. Most of the time, this will be the main folder to your specific website.
You should see a list (or table) of any folders, pages, or files located inside this folder. Across the top of the list are the table headings “Name”, “Order”, “Last Modified”, “Last Modified By”, and “Actions”. Click on “Order”.

Notes
Doing this should have made the list order itself numerically, either forwards or backwards. Once you see the numbers in numeric order, you can move your mouse over a list item row. Make sure your mouse is not hovering over the name or any other buttons or checkboxes.

**Notes**
When your mouse cursor looks like an up and down arrow, you can click and drag your item up or down the list and watch as the list makes room for your item.
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Release the item and check any page in your website to determine if you ordered your left navigation how you wanted it.

Notes
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Internet Browsers are not made alike: Recent observations with different CMS users has determined supported browsers for updating your website via Cascade Server & Firefox. Firefox 3 is a free down...

These are the issues CMS users have noticed with other browsers:

1. Not all menu options or controls are available in the WYSIWYG editor, such as Table (Row, Column options).
2. Unable to Submit when editing a Page that contains embedded objects like YouTube videos or Fi...